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≤ 5 mmHg2  none  57.1%  47.6%  49.2%  22.2%  42.8%  26.9% 
≤ 10 mmHg2  ≥50%  76.2%  88.9%  76.2%  52.4%  58.7%  61.9% 
≤ 20 mmHg2  ≥80%  100%  98.4%  98.4%  82.5%  76.2%  96.8% 
Range3 (mmHg)    76‐137  41‐83  53‐97  64‐124  36‐81  45‐96 
*Significant linear relationship (P<0.001) 346 
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Direct 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indirect method 347 
2. Percentage of indirectly obtained values within 5, 10 or 20 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348 
3. Range of values obtained 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direct arterial measurements 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